School Uniforms

Prescribed Uniform:

P.G. and K.G.: Coloured Clothes (No Uniform)

Prep - III:

Summer (Girls)
1. Half sleeves A - line Shirt
2. White socks and black shoes (A white shalwar may be worn)
3. Black and white hair accessories

Summer (Boys)
1. Half sleeves Shirt with grey shorts/trousers
2. Black socks and black shoes
3. Dark green baseball cap with APSACS insignia (Optional)

Class IV to V:

Summer (Girls)
1. Half sleeves shirt with slits; edging done in dark green
2. White shalwar
3. Green sash
4. White socks and black shoes
5. Black and white hair accessories

Summer (Boys)
1. Half sleeves shirt with grey shorts/trousers
2. Black socks and black shoes
3. Dark green baseball cap with APSACS insignia (Optional)

Class VI to X:
**Summer (Girls)**
1. Half sleeves shirt with slits; edging done in dark green
2. A white dupatta with green edging
3. White socks and black shoes
4. Black and white hair accessories

**Summer (Boys)**
1. Half Sleeve Shirt with grey shorts/trousers
2. Black socks and black shoes
3. Dark green baseball cap with APSACS insignia (Optional)

**CLASS XI TO XII:**

**Summer (Girls)**
1. Half sleeves shirt with slits; edging done in dark green
2. A white dupatta with striped green edging
3. White socks and black shoes
4. Black and white hair accessories

**Summer (Boys)**
1. Stripped Half Sleeves shirt with grey shorts/trousers
2. Black socks and black shoes
3. Dark Green Beret with APSACS insignia (Optional)

Parents are expected to send their wards in neat and tidy uniform. A child should have at least two sets of uniform; to be washed, pressed and changed daily. Parents should inculcate and develop a high sense of personal hygiene in their children.